PROGRAM INFORMATION

EINSTEIN BIH VISITING FELLOWS 2019

1.

Funding objective

Einstein BIH Visiting Fellows are top-level scientists working abroad and recruited for continuous
activities as visiting scientists at the Berlin Institute of Health (BIH) and its partners, the Charité –
Universitätsmedizin Berlin and the Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine (MDC). They are
leading researchers in their field of the life sciences.1 The fellowships are not conceived for the
classic visiting professors coming for an uninterrupted guest stay of one to two semesters (based
frequently on taking leave) but for scientists remaining employed by and active at their home
institution abroad while simultaneously contributing to the life sciences in Berlin on an ongoing
basis.
Funding is aimed in particular at the Einstein BIH Visiting Fellows setting up a working group at
BIH and coming to Berlin for work stays several times a year in order to supervise the working
group on location, be available to early career scientists and, in addition, develop cooperation
with BIH and its partner organizations in the medium and long term. The overarching funding
objective is to strengthen BIH, Charité, and MDC by providing suitable excellent individuals and
enhancing the international visibility of the life sciences and medical research in Berlin.
Einstein BIH Visiting Fellows can be hosted by either leading scientists themselves or by
experienced postdocs (e. g. research group leaders, junior professors, assistant professors) of BIH,
Charité, and MDC. Anyway, the collaboration with die Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow and the joint
scientific project has a long-term approach.
Stiftung Charité supports the Einstein BIH Visiting Fellows with funds from its Private Excellence
Initiative Johanna Quandt. The program is run in cooperation with the Einstein Foundation Berlin.
On its part, the Einstein Foundation Berlin offers Einstein Visiting Fellowships independently of
their subject and without a focus on BIH.
In addition, Stiftung Charité has the program line “Humboldt Research Fellows at BIH” to recruit
established as well as early career scientists for the BIH. Moreover, with the “BIH Visiting
Professors” Stiftung Charité provides funding for temporary guest stays (3 to 9 months) of toplevel scientists without subsidies for the working group itself. BIH Visiting Professors can come
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from abroad but in contrast to Einstein BIH Visiting Fellows and Humboldt Research Fellows from
Germany as well.

2.

Funding volume

An Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow is supported with a total of up to 150,000.00 euro a year. The
funding period is three years. An application for funding for a further two years may be submitted.
The Fellows may hold the title of “Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow” during the funding period.

3.

Application of funds

Funding may consist of
 personnel funding for members of the working group to be set up (including for a
postdoctoral researcher supervising the working group in Berlin),
 material resources for the research project as well as
 appropriate expense allowance/compensation for the Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow in
accordance with the rules for the institution of the applicant and oriented on the
qualification and the position of the Fellow at home.BIH, Charité, or MDC guarantees that
it will provide suitable workspace including the necessary infrastructure for all members of
the working group.
There are no contractual agreements between Stiftung Charité and the Einstein BIH Visiting
Fellow. All necessary arrangements are to be made directly by the applicant, the host, and the
Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow.

4.

Eligibility requirements and potential hosts

Applications have to be submitted by scientists who are heading a CharitéCenter, an Institute or
a Clinic at Charité or who are heading a research area or a research team at MDC. They can host
the Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow and the working group by themselves or nominate a scientist in
their particular center, institute, clinic, research area, or research team as a host. A nominated host
has to be a scientist who is not necessarily leading but experienced in her or his academic field
(e. g. research group leaders, junior professors, assistant professors).2 In any case, the
collaboration with die Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow and the joint scientific project is expected to be
sustainably designed. There can be further co-applicants.
The proposals are made respectively for the Einstein BIH Visiting Fellowship candidate and
therefore have to be coordinated with her or him. The Fellowship candidate has to be a leading
scientist.3

5.

Application and assessment criteria

The application consists of
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(a) information about the nominated Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow and on her or his academic
reputation (incl. CV and list of publications) as well as about the planned research project,
(b) an explanation of the significance for the institution of the applicant and the host including


statements on the frequency and length of the planned stays in Berlin,



the focus and size of the planned working group in Berlin,



an explanation of measures planned to integrate the Fellow in Berlin’s research
landscape,



a description of the research project the Fellow and the host are planning,



a description of the intensity of existing or completed research cooperation with the
Einstein BIH Visiting Fellowship candidate,



an explanation of the contribution to enhancing teaching and



an explanation of the administrative and organizational support to be provided by the
institution of the applicant as well as

(c) an explanation of the significance for cooperation between the BIH and the Fellow’s home
institution in the medium and long term.
The Fellow is expected to come to Berlin at least three times a year for a work stay of several
weeks or once a year for a work stay lasting more than five months.
Proposals are to be made using the application forms (first application) provided by Stiftung
Charité.

6.

Renewal application

It is possible to apply for the continuation of funding for two more years with a total of up to
150,000.00 euro a year. The same rules and regulations apply as for the first application. A renewal
application requires to have the same applicant and the same Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow than
the first application. Usually, the renewal application should be submitted in the third year of the
first funding period. The renewal application consists of
(a) a review of the first three-year funding period,
(b) an explanation of the significance of funding for two more years for the institution of the
applicant and the host including by analogy with the first application, and
(c) an enhanced explanation of the significance for cooperation between the BIH and the
Fellow’s home institution in the medium and long term.
Proposals are to be made using the application forms (renewal application) provided by Stiftung
Charité.

7.

Follow-up funding

At the end of the three or – in case of a successful renewal – five years of funding, the Einstein
BIH Visiting Fellow and her or his host can apply for a follow-up funding at Stiftung Charité. The
follow-up funding is supposed to integrate the fellow in Berlin in the long-term and with attracting
conditions even after the actual funding of the fellowship.
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The follow-up funding presupposes that the working group established in the last years by the
first and, possibly, renewal funding is able to continue its work by other financial resources,
especially by successfully raising competitive third-party funding from other sponsors, and to
develop its former project scientifically. The necessary third-party funding to continue the working
group must be at least 150,000.00 Euro a year. Subject to this condition, it is possible to apply for
the follow-up funding for the Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow.
The follow-up funding for the Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow depends on the country of her or his
home institution and amounts up to
− 15,000.00 Euro a year for a fellow from Europe, and
− 30,000.00 Euro a year for a fellow from outside Europe.
In particular, the follow-up funding can be used to pay the Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow appropriate
expense allowances/compensations and travel reimbursements. By analogy with the first and
renewal funding, this must be carried out in accordance with the rules for the institution of the
applicant. The fellow may continue to hold the title of “Einstein BIH Visiting Fellow”.
It is possible to apply for follow-up funding each year that the external funding to continue the
working group is demonstrably available but not more than for three years at once. The followup funding can be applied repeatedly under the same conditions.
Proposals are to be made using the application forms (follow-up funding) provided by Stiftung
Charité.

8.

Selection procedure

First and renewal applications have to be submitted to Stiftung Charité. They are formally
reviewed first. A statement by the BIH Board of Directors is taken into account. The Einstein
Foundation Berlin subsequently conducts a selection procedure consisting of several phases and
gives funding recommendations to the Stiftung Charité. The funding decision is taken by the
Academic Advisory Council of the Private Excellence Initiative Johanna Quandt appointed at
Stiftung Charité.
Applications for follow-up funding have to be submitted to Stiftung Charité. There is an abridged
selection procedure. The funding decision is taken by the Academic Advisory Council of the
Private Excellence Initiative Johanna Quandt appointed at Stiftung Charité.

9.

Deadlines / dates

January 15, 2019

Application deadline (First and renewal applications)

September/October, 2019

Announcement of funding decision / approval

November 1, 2019

Earliest possible start of funding

The Follow-up funding can be applied for at any time.
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10.

Contact

Dr. André Lottmann
Head of Science Funding
Stiftung Charité
Karlplatz 7
10117 Berlin
Germany
Phone: +49 (0)30 450 570 - 509
Fax:
+49 (0)30 450 7570 - 959
E-Mail: lottmann@stiftung-charite.de
Internet: https://www.stiftung-charite.de/en/
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